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Test of s-channel Helicity Conservation in Inelastic p" Diffraction 

in 20 GeV Photoproduction 

The SLAC Hybrid Facility Photon Collaboration 

Abstract 

The reaction yp + p;ast p n+~- has been studied with the linearly polar- 

ized 20 GeV monochromatic photon beam at the SLAC Hybrid Facility to test the 

prediction of s-channel helicity conservation in inelastic diffraction for 

t' c 0.4(Gev/c)*. In a sample of 1934 events from this reaction, the p" decay 

-angular distributions and spin density matrix elements are consistent with s- 

channel helicity conservation, the n+n' mass shape displays the same skewing 

seen in the reaction yp + p n+n', and the p a%' mass distribution compares 

-well and scales according to the vector dominance model with that produced in 

7r*p + llf&P n+n- . 

-- 
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INTRODUCTION 

Conservation of s-channel helicity (SCHC) in hadronic diffraction has been 

-of experimentall'* and theoreticalg'II interest for over a decade. SCHC 

follows naturally from OCD-based models of the Pomeron such as two gluon 

dxchange.12 Evidence for SCHC has been reported in the elastic diffraction 

processes yp + ppl and nN + nN2. It has been speculated that it might also be 

valid in inelastic diffraction ,9 but this is not found to be true in ~p,~ Kp,4 

and pp5sI" experiments. Thus, SCHC is no longer viewed as a general rule for 

inelastic diffraction, although evidence suggests that in some cases the 

inelastic diffraction which displays nonconservation of s-channel helicity may 

-result from two production mechanisms, one of which exhibits SCHC6s7. 

Furthermore, analysis based on the Deck model has explained the patterns of s- 

and t-channel helicity conservation in meson diffraction dissociation.lI 

Polarized p-mesons produced by linearly polarized photons on hydrogen 

provide a good test of SCHC. Previous work has shown evidence for SCHC in 

inclusive inelastic p” photoproduction8,13. If SCHC holds in the inelastic 
-. 

diffractive reaction yp + pN*, the polar and azimuthal angular distribution,s of 

the p" decay in the helicity system will follow the well-known prediction14 

W(cos 8, Y) = (3sin28/8n)(l t Pycos 2 U) independent of t. In what follows we 

report evidence of SCHC in yp + pN * from an analysis of a clean sample of 1934 

such events produced in the SLAC Hybrid Facility exposed to a linearly 

polarized 20 GeV photon beam. 

-- 



EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

* The experiment has been described in previous publicationsl5-18. The . 

linearly polarized monochromatic photon beam is formed by backscattering an 

ultraviolet laser beam from the SLAC 30 GeV primary electron beam. The 

backscattered photons have a 52 percent linear polarization. The SLAC Hybrid 

Facility consists of a 4%inch hydrogen bubble chamber, tiith its flashlamps 

triggered by signals from downstream detectors: proportional wire chambers,16 

Cherenkov counters,17 and a lead glass wallI8. The trigger accepts 8823 per 

cent of the total cross section. The data presented here has been corrected on 

an event by event basis for the relatively small losses in the trigger effi- 

ciency. The average weight is 1.11 for the inelastic p" production events and 

.'the acceptance varies less than 20 percent over the t', mass, and angle ranges 

-of the events used in the reaction yp + pofaSt p ntn' . 

EVIDENCE FOR DIFFRACTIVE INELASTIC p" PHOTOPRODUCTION 

-. A sample of 6468 events having a 3-constraint fit to the reaction 

yp + p lr+lt+lr-lr- with total energy between 15 and 20 GeV has been selected from 

the 301),1)00 hadronic events measured in this experiment. Figure la shows the 

two-pion.effective masses for this final state; histogram A is the spectrum 

for all ntn- combinations (4 per event) while curve B is the sum of spectra 

for the two same-sign combinations. The 4-pion effective mass distribution, 

shown in figure lb, is dominated by ~'(1600) production. Figure 2 gives the two 

pion momentum spectra for selections described below. From Figures 1 and 2 the 

- following qualitative conclusions can be drawn: 
-- 

a: The n%r- mass-spectrum (histogram A figure la) shows a prominent PO 
signal which rises above the combinatorial background represented 

. 
by histogram B. 

_ . 
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h: The ~'(1600) signal is enhanced if only those ntn- masses in the p" 

region (M,+,- < 1OOfl MeV/c*) are selected from histogram A in 

figure la; this effect is demonstrated by histogram B in figure lb 
. 

and indicates that there is a substantial p" signal coming from 

the decay of ~'(1600). 

c: If the n'n' system is further restricted to have momentum > 16 

GeV/c and 1 t' 1 = 1 t-tmin 1 c 0.5 (GeV/c)* the histogram C of figure 

lb is obtained; the ~'(1600) signal is completely suppressed. This 

indicates that the p" s coming from ~'(1600) decay have a much 

softer momentum spectrum than those produced diffractively. 

d: Curve A in figure 2 shows the momentum spectrum for n%- com- 

binations having masses in the p" region (Mm+,,- < 1000 MeV/c*) with 

I t' I < 1.0 Gev/c*. Only the largest momentum mtn- pair in each 

event is included. There is a broad contribution centered at 10 

GeV/c with a hard component beyond 16 GeV/c; this supports the 

conclusion, in c above, that the p" are produced both diffractively 

and in ~‘(1600) decay. Those arising from ~'(1600) decay are,shown 

by curve B where the mass of the four pions is less than 2400 MeV/c. 

An estimate from this distribution of the non-diffractive background 

above 16 GeV/c yields 20 + 5 percent. 

e: The momentum spectrum shape for pas produced elastically at the 

same incident gamma energy in the reaction yp + p rrtn' is shown in 

histogram C of figure 2 where there is a striking similarity with the 

-- hard component of histogram A, although histogram A is shifted to 

lower momenta by the more restrictive phase space resulting from the 

massive recoiling baryon system. 
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f: Finally, selecting only those events containing X'TI- pairs having 

momentum greater than 16 GeV/c* gives the mass spectrum shown in 

figure 3a which is clearly dominated by PO production and displays 

the mass-skewing exhibited in the quasi-elastic reaction yp + pop 

shown in figure 3b. 

Using the selections described above, a sample of diffractively produced P’S 
has been isolated in the reaction yp + p ntm'mt'll', which is free from ~'(1600) 

feedthrough. The &r- mass distribution has been fitted by a curve repre- 

senting the SEding model19 of the form: 

g = (fpD + fpND) up (m) + fII(m) + fDD(m) + f$J(m) 

The four terms which contribute to this expression have the following 

- origin: 

a: The Rreit-Wigner term representing p production, both diffractive 

and non-diffractive. 

up(m) = t l 

r,(m) 
. 

(m p2-m *)* + m p2rp2(m) 

b: The Ore11 amplitude which represents the non-resonant ntn' produc- 

tion from the photon. 

D(m) = 
(m *-m p*)* 

(m p2 - m *)* + m p2 Tp2(m) ' 

-- 
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c: 

d: 

-- 

The 

A term representing the interference of the diffractive p amplitude with 

the Drell amplitude. 

I(m) = 
m *-m p2 

(m p2 - m *)* t m p2rp2(m)' 

A polynomial non-resonant background. 

B(m) = (m-2m,) + b(m-h,)* t c(m-2m,)s. 

where b and c are parameters of the fit. 

The parameters f,D, f,ND, fI, fD, and fB represent the strengths of the 

following terms: the diffractive p”, the non-diffractive p”, the Drell 

mechanism, the Drell-rho interference, and the non-resonant background. 

A fit to the quasielastic distribution shown in Figure 3b was done with 

f,WD and fB set to zero. The relative strengths of fD, fI, and fpD 

were then fixed in the inelastic fit. The integrated contribution from 

f,ND and fB below 1cloD MeV/c* was constrained to 20% as suggested 

earlier from Figure 2. In the above 

p(m) = h*(m) + q*h pW 

where q is the pion momentum in the center of mass of the dipion system 

and m p and ro are the p" mass and width (769 + 3 MeV/c* and 154 

2 5 *v/c*, respectively). The p" mass and width were allowed to vary 

in the final fit, the effects of which were included in the x2 with the 

above cited errors. 

Breit-Wigner term is symmetric.around the position of the P mass; asym- 

metry about the p pole is produced by the interference term. Skewness in the 
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mass-spectrum is therefore evidence for a departure from pure p production. 

Fractions of each process present have been fitted to the mass spectrum using a 

minimum x2 method; the full form shown above gives a x2 of 75 for 42 degrees of 

.freedom compared to a value of 1088 if only the Breit-Wigner term is allowed to 

contribute. 

In order to isolate the reaction yp +p"(p ntn') we select only those events 

from Figure 3 with M 11'11 < 1000 MeV/c*. Figure 4a shows the p m+m- mass distribu- 

tion for the pions opposite the selected ~11 systems and compares this distribution 

with that of the diffractive reaction28 nfp +nt(p ntn') at 14 GeV/c. If we are 

indeed observing a diffractive reaction we would expect to be able to relate 

it to the pion-induced diffraction through the equation: 

uvP + pN* ru + II p + r+N* + CJ n-p + n-N* 1 

fP2 where - = 2.18, determined by comparing quasi-elastic -fp + p"p to elastic n*p 

scatte4riig21. Figure 4a shows a comparison of our data with such a renormal- 

ization of the a-induced diffraction. The agreement is very good in the relevant 

region (Mpa+n- ~2000 MeV/c*). Roth distributions show similar features, with the 

photoproduction being about 10 percent less. The diffractive nature is fu.rther 

supported by observing the near equality of our measured cross section of 

0.9+0.1pb with the value reported22 for yp + p”Attn- at 9.3 GeV of 1.O ’ 0*3~b* 

Figure 4b shows the p nt mass distribution from the p II+- system. The low mass 

p ntn- system is clearly dominated by Attn-. We have also observed a small com- 

ponent of Aor’, consistent with the expected l/9 contribution for the decay of 

an N* with isotopic spin l/2. The t' distribution for the reaction has a slope 

which depends on the mass of the p n+n' system as shown in Table I, with the 

larges?slopes occurring for the smaller masses. This is the same dependence 
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To assess quantitatively the degree of s-channel helicity conservation for 

inelastic p" production, the density matrix elements of.the p" decay in the 

helicity rest frame have been determined. 

The decay angular distribution can be expressed in terms of nine independent 

measurable spin density matrix elements p' : 
ik 

w(cose,~,4~= & $41 - PI&J + $~P!o- l)cos*e - me o~asin2ecos$ - P~-1sin20cos2Q 

-Pycos2@(p:,sin2e t pi0 COS*f3- JZRe p:csin28cos4 - piB1sin29cos2+) 

-Pysin24(nIm pfosin28sing t Im pfsl sin*esin2+)]. 

For transverse and linearly polarized photons, one expects, in the case of 

SCHC, that only two spin density matrix elements are non zero: 

1 
p:-1= 7 and Im P: l = - i . 

The values for two t' bins are shown in Table II; these are from the angular 

distributions after removal of the 20 percent isotropic background. In general 
_. 

the helicity flip density matrices remain small as t' increases, eg. p80 N 0 for 

all t', and the non-flip terms are consistent with their expected values. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we find that the features of p" decay in inelastic diffrac- 

tion yp+pN* are consistent with s-channel helicity conservation as determined 

from the decay angular distributions and the spin density matrix elements. 

Furthermore, the inelastically produced p" displays the same mass skewing as the 

elastically produced PO. The nucleon dissociation mass spectrum is similar to 
-- 

that found in pion-induced nucleon diffraction dissociation and its cross sec- 

tion is similar to that calculated from the vector dominance model. 
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as in n-induced diffraction and similar to the variation observed with rn mass 

in elastic em photoproduction. 

To summarize, we have observed diffractive inelastic p" production as evi- 

denced by the peripheral nature, the p-mass skewing, the similarity and scaling 

of the p rtn- mass distribution to n-induced diffraction, and the isotopic spin 

THE TEST OF s-CHANNEL HELICITY CONSERVATION 

To test SCHC of the p" we have exam ined the distributions of conventi onal heli- 

city angles.23 

direction of f 

angles (@, the 

l/3 behavior of the An branching ratios. 

The polar angle of the rt in the p-rest frame relative to 

light is denoted by 8. The difference between the azimutha 1 

angle between the photon polarization vector and the produ ction 

the P 

plane in the center of mass system, and 4, the azimuthal angle of the p decay in 

- the p rest frame measured as the angle between the decay plane and the produc- 

tion plane) is denoted by I(\p=$-a). If s-channel helicity is conserved the p 

will have helicity *l and W(cos 8, Y) = (&in*n)(l + Py cos2 v). P, = 0.52 is 

the calculated degree of photon polarization, verified by the elastic p 

measurements24. 

Figure 5 presents the distributions for cos 8 and v for this reaction25 with 

the further restriction, 720 MeV/c* < M 71,, < 820 MeV/c* (along with the previous 

cuts Pntr-> 16 &V/C, Mp 'lltll- < 2200 MeV/c*). The solid curves give the predic- 

tion of SCHC and include a contribution from 20 percent background which is 

1 assumed to be.isotropic, W(cos 8, a) = a;;. This angular distribution for the 

background was found to be consistent with that of the ntn' pairs in the 

region Pn+n- - 10 GeV/C. There is good agreement with the expected SCHC behavior 
-- 
indicating that this reaction is dominated by SCHC. 
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Table Captions 

Table I The slope b of the differential cross section $= Aebt') as a 

function of the (p n+n-) mass [for the four momentum transfer squared 

from the photon to the n'(t'=t-tmin)J for 1 t' 1 < 0.4 (GeV/c)2. 

Table II The spin density matrix elements for the diffractive PO meson in the 

helicity reference frame. These matrix elements have been corrected 

for the 20 f 5% non-diffractive background in the final data sample. 

This background is assumed to have an isotropic angular distribtution. 

-- 
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Table I 

Mp IT+T- (MeV/c2) 

cl500 

1500 - 1600 

1600 - 1800 

1800 - 2100 

>21nn 

b(Gev/c)'* * 

8.75 f 0.49 

lo.66 + 0.69 

5.08 + n.30 

5.53 f 0.31 

3.21 f n.23 

-- 
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Table II. 

n.0 < 1 t' 1 c 0.4 0.4 < 1 t’ 1 < 1.0 

40 -n.nl f o.n2 -0.ni f (1.03 

fk cfo 0.03 f 0.02 -0.01 + 0.05 

4-I -0.02 + 0.03 -0.02 + 0.06 

41 0.05 + O.c)8 0.14 + 0.19 

4cl 0.04 f 0.11 0.38 f 0.18 

Re P& 0.10 + 0.08 -o.in _+ 0.15 

G-1 0.28 f 0.11 0.61 f 0.24 
-. 

Im pfo -0.05 f n.n7 0.37 t 0.17 

Im d-l -0.39 + 0.12 -0.69 f 0.24 
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Figure Captions 

1. (a) The in mass distributions for 6468 events of the reaction 

yp + p n+n+n'n'. A is 11%' and B is n%+ . 

(h) The 4 II mass distribution for the reaction. A is all 6468 events, 8 

is the 4528 events with M .+,-<lOOOMeV/c* for at least one combination, 

and C is the 1614 events having one f+l- combination with mass <lOOO 

MeV/c2, momentum >16 GeV/c, and 1 t'y+n+r- 1 CO.5 (GeV/c)*. 

2. The n%r- momentum spectrum for M,,+,- <IO00 MeV/c*. A is for the largest 

momentum ~+n' with 1 t' I cl.0 GeV/c2 (5102 events), B is for those which 

also have !~I~,,<2400 MeV/c2 (2643 events), and C is the n+n' momentum spectrum 

from the reaction yp + p p"(po + IT%-) plotted to an arbitrary scale. 

_ 3. (a) The rr+n- mass distribution for the fast pairs selected as described in 

the text (2580 events, 2890 after weights). The fit is to the Sliding 

model (see text). 

(h) SZjding model fit to the 11%' distribution for the reaction rp+p~" at 

20 G~V/C. 
-. 4. (d) The p n+n' mass distribution for the 1934 events (2144 after weights) 

with fast n+m- pairs of mass cl000 MeV/c2. The data points are from 

the reaction20 n'p * TfZst (pa+n-) where the total number of'events with 

Mp+T- < 2200 MeV/c2 has been renormalized by a VDM factor (see text). 

(b) The p R+ mass distribution for the events in figure 4a. 

5. The decay angular distributions of the TI%' system in the helicity frame 

for the mass range 720 MeV/c* < M 71+11-< 820 MeV/c*. The data represent 532 

events (588 after weights) and the superimposed curves are the expected 

distribution for SCHC including a 20 per cent background (with an isotropic -- 

angular distribution) and a photon polarization of 52 per cent. 
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